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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field with a dense non-archimedean(n.a.) valuation, under 
which it is spherically complete. By (,X) we denote the class of all locally 
K-convex spaces over K. 
The main purpose of our investigation was to characterize the elements 
of (2) which are subspaces of some power of the n.a. Banach space CO. 
The subclass of (~7) consisting of those spaces is denoted by (Xc). 
An internal and external characterization of the elements of (Xc) is 
given in 5 3. 
However, the fact that the class (S) consisting of all n.a. Schwartz 
spaces is a subclass of (SO), gave rise in a quite natural way to an other 
interesting subclass (S,) of (2’). 
One can indeed define (Xw) by the condition (SO) n (S,)=(S). The 
elements of (8,) are characterized in Q 4. 
Let (98) denote the class of all n.a. Banach spaces over K. Then 
VWn &@‘)=I cc w > h ereas the class (8,) n (~29) turns out to be “very large”. 
A characterization of the elements of (8,) n (3) is also given in 8 4. 
Finally (9 5) we apply our results to locally K-convex spaces having 
a Schauder basis. 
For convenience we collected some preliminary lemma’s in Q 2. 
§ 1. BASIC NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
a) All the locally K-convex spaces considered in this paper are taken 
over a fixed field K equipped with a dense n.a. valuation under which 
it is spherically complete. 
b) For the elementary notions and notations concerning locally K- 
convex spaces (and n.a. Banach spaces) we refer to [lo] and [ll]. They 
will be used throughout the paper without further reference. 
c) We fix the following notations: 
- If not stated otherwise, E (P, G . ..) will denote a sequentially complete 
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locally K-convex, Hausdorff space over K. We’ll write E, Y if the 
topology on E has to be specified. 
- es is a fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods in E. 
- LYE is a system of n.a. semi-norms on E, determining the topology 
of E. 
- For U E es we denote by (pU the element of BE corresponding to U. 
- For U E %z we denote (as usual) the normed quotient space E/ger pu 
and we write 8, for its completion. 
- The canonical surjection E + E, is denoted by yU. 
- By E’& (U E as) we denote the n.a. Banach space lJlcx iliP normed 
by the gauge of UO. 
I.e. for a E Ebo: Ilallvo= inf {]A] 1 a E 1UO). Just as in the classical theory 
the space E;o can be identified (isometrically) with the topological dual 
space (&)’ of 8,. 
- If E, 9 is such that Y=t(E, E’), the Mackey topology, and if moreover 
E’ is sequentially complete for (T(.E’, E) (the weak topology) then E 
will be called a “G-space” (G-spaces over 10. or 4 have been studied 
e.g. in [6]). 
Note that every K-barrelled space is a G-space. 
d) The expression “3’ is a subspace of E” will stand for “F is topologically 
and linearly isomorphic to a closed linear subspace of E”. 
e) The following spaces of vector-valued sequences will be needed: 
- Z”(E) = {(x~)] (z~) is bounded in E} 
- co@‘)={( n) a E a, E E’, 3U E @z: (a,) C E;o and lim, ]la,]]vo=O> 
- co[E’l=U dl a cc, E E’ and lim, (2, a,) = 0, VX E E} 
- co&Y] = {(an)] (a,) E co[E’] and (am) equicontinuous} 
- For (a,) E coe[E’] (or E QE’]) we denote by C(a,) the closure in a(E’, E) 
of the K-convex hull of the set (al, a2, . . .}. 
f) By an “operator” f: E -+ F we understand a continuous linear map- 
ping. The vector space of all the operators from E to F is denoted by 
W, F). 
g) A subset B of E is said to be “precompact” (see [7]) if for every 
U E %Vs, there exists a finite set S C E such that B C U + C(S). 
Here C(S) denotes the K-convex hull of S. 
An operator f : E + F is called “compact” if 3U E @E such that f(U) 
is precompact in F. The vector space of all compact operators from E 
to F is denoted by C(E, F). 
h) E is a Schwartz space (S-space) if L(E, F) =C(E, F) for every na. 
Banach space F (n.a. S-spaces were introduced and studied in [2]). The 
class of all n.a. S-spaces is denoted by (S). 
i) We’ll say that an operator f : E + F “factors through G” if there 
exist q E L(E, G) and y E L(G, F) such that f = y o y. 
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j) A sequence (z,J C E is said to be a Schauder basis for E if every 
element x E E can be written uniquely as x= sl an%% and if the coef- 
ficient-functionals fk: x= & &Xn + fxn (k= 1, 2, . ..) are continuous. 
We’ll often write (xn, s) for the Schauder basis and x= & (x, fn)x,, 
for the expansion of x. 
A Schauder basis (xn, fn) for E is called “orthogonal” if there is a 
fundamental system of continuous semi-norms 9x on E such that 
j-+) = ma&a 1(x, fn>l&h), x E E, p E PE. 
More information on locally K-convex spaces with a Schauder basis 
can be found in [3]. 
§ 2. PRELIMINARY LEMBTA'S 
LEMMAS 
If E is a n.a. G-space then coc[E’] =co[E’]. 
PROOF: Let (QE @[E’]. 
We’ll prove that the set C(a,) is c-compact in E’, (T(E), E). Since E 
has the Mackey topology, the set C(a,) and thus also the sequence (a,) 
will be equicontinuous. 
Consider the linear mapping 
g:E-+co:x-+((x,a,)). 
The transpose f =‘g of g is obviously defined by 
f(a)= 2 &&a,, Lx E I?“. 
1) 
Since (an) E ct$E’], f maps I” into E’, which implies that f is continuous 
for the weak topologies +O”, cc) and a(E’, E). 
Let B, be the unit ball in I”. Then B, = & &nen] ]Bn[ < l}, the series 
being convergent in u(Zw, CO), (en denotes the T@ coordinate vector). 
Now B, is o(Zw, co)-c-compact, so f(B,) is u(E’, E)-c-compact in E’. 
Finally, it is easy to see that f(&,) =C(an). 
LEMMA 2 
i) A linear mapping f : E -+ CO is continuous if and only if f can be 
written as 
f(x) = ((2, an>h where (an) E ca[fll. 
ii) An operator f : E --t ~0 is compact if and only if f can be written as 
f(x)=(<% an))n, where (a,) E co(E’). 
PROOF: The proof of i) is the same as in the classical theory and is 
therefore omitted. 
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For the proof of ii), let f: E --f CO be a compact operator and let U E &x 
be such that f(U) is precompact in ~0. 
By i) there exists (a,) E coe[E'] such that f(U)= (((a~, a,)),/~ E U}. 
Since co is a perfect n.a. sequence space and f(U) is precompact in CO, 
we have (see [l] prop. 15) that the sequence 
( sup I<x, rGl)n 
xeu 
is majorized by an element of CO. 
But this means that lim, I]a,l]v~=O. 
So (a,)~co(E'). 
The above argument also proves the other half of ii). 
LEMMA 3 
Let f be an operator from E to a n.a. Banach space P. 
Then f is compact if and only if f factors through CO as f =y o y with 
v: E + CO compact. 
PROOF: The “if-part” of the lemma is trivial. 
Suppose now that f E C(E, F) and let U E ‘%E be such that f(U) is 
precompact in P. 
Then f(U) and therefore also Im f is a subspace, of countable type, 
of P (see [4] p. 243). 
Hence Im f is isomorphic to CO. 
If v: Im f + CO stands for this isomorphism, we obtain the desired 
factorization as follows 
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\_ 
co-Imf 
LEMMA 4 
For every compact operator f: E -+ CO and every locally R-convex 
space F which contains E as a subspace, there is a compact operator 
f: F + CO which extends f. 
PROOF: Let U E ‘22~ be such that f(U) is precompact in CO. 
Then (lemma 2, ii)) f can be written as 
f(z) = ((x, a,)) where lim I]a,]luo = 0. 
Let VEER be such that VnE=U. 
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Since the space 8~ can be considered as a subspace of the space Pv, 
we can extend every (a,) E E;io = (bv)’ to a continuous linear functional 
(&) on Pv, with preservation of the norm. 
Therefore we still have lim, II&&o = 0. 
The extension 9 of f is then defined by f(x) = ((x, &))%. 
$ 3. THE CLASS (80) 
1. DEFINITION 
(SO) is the subclass of (X) consisting of those spaces that are subspaces 
of some power ci (I an index set) of CO. 
2. THEOREM 
For E, Y the following are equivalent 
i) E E (SO). 
ii) There is a fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods %s in E, such 
that for every l-J E @x the space Ev is isomorphic to co. 
iii) The topology 9 on E is the topology of uniform convergence on 
the elements of COJE']. 
iv) Every operator f from E to a n.a. Banach space F factors through co. 
v) Every operator f from E to a n.a. Banach space F can be written as 
f(x) = 1(x, Q?ln, with (~1 E coe[~l 
n 
and where (y,) is a bounded sequence in F. 
3. REMARK 
If E is a C-space we can, in the above theorem replace coe[E'] in iii) 
and v) by co[E']. (see 5 2, lemma 1). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We prove v) 0 iv) * ii) =k- i) =+ iii) =+ ii). 
v) +- iv) : Define v: E + CO by v(x) = ((z, a,)), and 
y:co+F by y(a)= &xornyn. 
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Then v is continuous by lemma 2, i) (3 2) and y is continuous by the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
Obviously f =y o p 
For the same reasons we also have iv) =+ v). 
iv) + ii): It follows from iv) that Im f is of countable type. Thus Im f 
is isomorphic to CO. -- 
In particular, for every U E +YE, Im VU =i?u is isomorphic to CO. 
ii) =+ iv): Let &x be as in ii) and let f E L(E, F), F being a Banach 
space (with unit ball BF). 
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Then 7=f-i(B~) is a zero-neighbourhood in E. 
Take U E 92~ such that UC 7. 
Then we obtain an obvious commutative schema: 
E f -F 
where the extreme left arrow stands for the isomorphism given by ii). 
The factorization of f through CO is then immediate. 
ii) *i): this is trivial. 
i) + iii) : This proof proceeds in three steps: 
a) The norm-topology on co has the property stated in iii). 
PROOF: It is easy to see that the sequence (e,), of the coordinate 
vectors in I” is an element of coc[d]. 
Moreover if BO (resp. B,) denotes the unit ball in CO (resp. I”), we 
have @=BB,=C(en). 
b) Every product rJTtcl Et of spaces Et, Yg having the property iii), has 
again the property iii). 
PROOF : Let U be a zero-neighbourhood in JJ~,I Eg. 
Then U=J&r Ut, Ug E 92~~ where for only finitely many indices i, 
for in J say, Us#Et. 
The dual space E’ of E is the direct sum &I Et and the polar UO 
of U can be identified with &J U,” (U,” being the polar of Ur in Ei). 
Suppose for i E J: i7: =C? where (u$, E coc[Ei]. 
Putting a, = &J c&, it is straightforward to show that (a,) E coc[E’] 
and UO C C(a,). 
c) If E, has the property iii) then so does every subspace of E. 
PROOF : Let P be a subspace of E and denote by i : P + E the canonical 
injection. 
For V E ‘42~ there is an U E ax such that V=F n U. _- 
Moreover we can assume that UO=C(a,) for some (a,) E co,[E’]. 
Putting bn=‘i(an), ‘i being the transpose of i, it is straightforward 
to show that (bn) E coc[F’] and 70 C C(b,). 
iii) +- ii) : Take U E 4%~. We can assume that Uo=C(a,) for some 
(a,) E CO@‘]. 
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The linear mapping 
f:E+co:x+((x,a,)), 
is continuous (3 2, lemma 2.i)) and obviously Ker f =Ker pU, 
So we obtain as before a factorization 
E f - co 
vu 
I/ 
g 
EU 
where the operator g is injestive and U=C(a,). 
Moreover, since 
Ilf(~)llco= sup I(? @I =13U(~)=IIW(~)llBrJ 
II 
the operator g is an isometry from ES-J into CO. 
So 8~ is isomorphic to a subspace of CO and is therefore isomorphic to CO. 
5. PROPOSITION 
(So) n (B) = {co). 
PROOF : This follows immediately from statement ii) in the theorem. 
6. PROPOSITION 
(4 c VW. 
PROOF : This is an immediate consequence of the definition of an 
S-space and of lemma 3, 6 2. 
$ 4. THE CLASS (8,) 
1. DEFINITION 
(SW) is the subclass of (.X) consisting of those spaces E that have the 
property L(E, CO) = C(E, CO). 
2. PROPOSITION 
(SO) n (SW) = (0 
PROOF : The inclusion (S) C (SO) n (A!?‘,) follows from Prop. 6, 5 3 and 
the definition of an S-space. 
The inverse inclusion follows again from the definition and from 
Theorem 2, iv) $ 3. 
2 Indagationes 
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3. REMARK ON THE CLASS (i3,)n(A3') 
It is shown in [7] that every operator from an injective Banach space 
to CO is compact. 
(For the notions of injective and projective n.a. Banach spaces and 
their basic properties we refer to [S]). 
So every injective n.a. Banach space belongs to the class (8,). 
The following proposition may help to concretizise the “extend” of the 
class (S,) n (g). 
4. PROPOSITION 
Every dual n.a. Banach space E is injective (E is a dual space if E =P’ 
for some n.a. Banach space P). 
Hence every dual n.a. Banach space belongs to the class (8,). 
PROOF : Let &% be a family of closed balls in P’, which is totally ordered 
by inclusion. 
We need to prove that no eg B # 4. 
Fix one B E 9 and consider the elements of a which are contained in B. 
Since B is Q”, F)-c-compact and the family a’= {BcjB( E ~8, Bt C B} 
consists of closed K-convex sets and has moreover the finite intersection 
property, we conclude that n~e&# B r) n&&g’ Bf #qS. 
5. EXAMPLE 
If E has a fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods 42x such that 
for every U E ax the space l?v is isomorphic to loo, then E E (SW). 
This is easily seen using the factorization method presented in $ 3 
Theorem, proof of ii) + iv), taking in account that L(P, CO) = C(Z”, CO). 
6. PROPOSITION 
Every space E can be embedded in a locally K-convex space G which 
belongs to the class (Xw). 
PROOF: First consider E as a subspace of the product nuEaE 3~. 
Each Z?u can be embedded in a space P’(ru), the index set rc de- 
pending on U. 
Consider now the space G = nu e %e .P’(~v). 
Then E is a subspace of G. 
We’ll prove that all the operators from G to CO are compact. So let 
f : G -+ CO be an operator. 
Then as before f-l(Bo) (Bo being the unit ball of CO) is a zero-neighbour- 
hood in G. 
Consider the fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods ‘42~ in G 
consisting of elements V= nue~ XV, where Xc is for a finite number 
of indices (U1 . . . U,) equal to the unit ball % of Z”(ru) and for the 
other indices U equal to the whole space Z”(ru). 
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Without loss of generality we can assume that f-i(&) E 49~ and we 
obtain, as before a factorization 
It is now left to prove that g is compact, or that &J is injective. 
The semi-norm pu is given by 
PAY)= max ~IYuIIzY~~) where Y=(YU)UEW 
i=l...Tb 
So Ker pu consists of those elements y for which yu, = yu,= . . . = yv,= 0. 
Therefore G/xer pu can be identified with the finite product ni =I . . . ,, 19 ru,), 
which is injective. 
7. THEOREM 
The following are equivalent 
i) E E (8,). 
ii) For every operator f : E -+ CO and every locally K-convex space F 
which contains E as a subspace, there exists an operator f: F -+ CO 
which extends f. 
iii) Every operator f: E + CO can be written as f(x)= ((2, a,)),, with 
(a,) E co@‘). 
iv) coe[E’] = co(E’). 
PROOF: The equivalences i) -c+ iii) * iv) are an immediate consequence 
of lemma 2, 3 2. 
ii) =+i): Let f: E + CO be an operator. 
Take (in ii)) for F the space G given by prop. 6. By ii) f extends to an 
operator f: G + CO which is compact, by Prop. 6. So f is compact as well. 
i) *ii): Let f: E + CO be an operator. Then f is compact by i). The 
conclusion then follows from lemma 4, $ 2. 
8. The preceding theorem can in the case of n.a. Banach spaces belonging 
to the class (8,) be improved to: 
THEOREM 
For a n.a. Banach space E the following are equivalent 
i) E E (8,). 
ii) E is a Grothendieck space. I.e. in E’ is every u(E’, E)-convergent 
sequence also (T(E), E”)-convergent. 
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iii) The space CO is not complemented in E. (Recall that every n.a. 
Banach space contains a subspace which is isomorphic to CO). 
iv) No quotient of E is isomorphic to CO. 
v) Let (fn) be a sequence of compact operators from E to a n.a. Banach 
space F, converging pointwise to f. Then f is compact. 
PROOF: The equivalences i) + iv) o v) have been proved in [6] 
prop, 2, while iv) =+ iii) is trivial. 
iii) =E= i) : Suppose there exists a non-compact operator f : E + ~0 (identify 
co with a subspace of E). 
Then (see [9] p. 163) there is a subspace F C E of countable type such 
that the restriction fi of f to P has a continuous inverse. 
so f(F)wFRdco (M stands for “isomorphic”) and, identifying iso- 
morphic spaces, we can assume that f is onto. 
Finally, after making the necessary identifications of isomorphic spaces, 
we obtain that (fi’ of) is a continuous projection from E onto ~0. This 
contradicts iii). 
i) * ii): Note that for a n.a. Banach space E the space cc(Z) consists 
of those sequences (a,) C E’ for which lim, ]]a,Jl =O. 
Then i) -+ ii) follows from theorem 7 and from the fact that in a n.a. 
Banach space weakly convergent sequences are norm-convergent (see [lo] 
Th. 6, p. 70). 
9 5. APPLICATION TO LOCALLY R-CONVEX SPACES IIAVLNB A SCHAUDER 
BASIS 
1. PROPOSITION 
If E has an orthogonal Schauder basis then E E (SO). 
PROOF: We’ll prove that statement ii) in Theorem 2, $ 3 holds for E. 
Let U E ax be such that the corresponding n.a. semi-norm pu is given 
by MU = maxa I+, f&p(~), for x= EN (2, f&a E E. 
Then PU is actually a norm on E and the corresponding normed space 
EU is obviously of countable type. Therefore its completion is of countable 
type as well. 
2. REMARK 
In [3] prop. 7 we proved that in a locally K-barrelled space with a 
Schauder basis every Schauder basis is orthogonal. At this moment we 
are able to extend this result to n.a. C-spaces (see no. 4). 
We first need a preliminary result. 
3. LEMMA 
If E, Y is a n.a. U-space with a Schauder basis (x,), then there is on 
E no strictly finer locally K-convex topology for which (zn) is still a basis. 
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PROOF: The proof proceeds as in the classical case ([6] prop. 3.6) 
making use of the sequence space techniques developped in [3] p. 402. 
4. PROPOSITION 
In a n.a. G-space with a Schauder basis, every Schauder basis is 
orthogonal. 
PROOF: Suppose (CC,, fn) is a Schauder basis for E. Then, as in [3] 
prop. 7, we define a family 9% of n.a. semi-norms on E by 
P*(X)= max 1(x, fn>l~(xn), P E:PE. 
Since p*(xn) =p(x,,), VP EP~, Vn we see that whenever a series 1% OL~X,, 
converges in E, 9~ it also converges in JZ’, 9% 
So (xn) is still a basis in E, 9%. 
Since the topology determined by 9; is finer than the original topology 
on E, the basis is even a Schauder basis. The conclusion then follows 
from the preceding lemma. 
5. COROLLARY 
Every G-space with a Schauder basis is an element of the class (So). 
6. From the results obtained in $ 4 we now deduce a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a space with an orthogonal basis and hence for 
every G-space with a basis to be an S-space. 
PROPOSITION 
A space E with an orthogonal basis (x,,, fn) is an S-space if and only if: 
(*) for every U E 9Ys there is a V E @s such that 
lim pr&dllf&0= 0. 
n 
(without loss of generality we can assume V C U). 
PROOF: By prop. 2, Q 4 we only have to prove that “every operator 
g: E --f c,-, is compact if and only if (*) holds”. 
Moreover by the proof of prop. 1, 0 5 we can restrict ourselves to 
operators g of the type: 
pu: E -+ co: x + ((x, fn>pv(x,)),. 
Now such an operator yu is compact if and only if there is a V E %: 
such that lim, jlfn\lvopu(xn)=O ($ 2, lemma 1). 
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